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Consent Zines

Good consent is very important. Consent is a mutual verbal, physical, and emotional agreement that
happens without manipulation, threats, or head games. As Project Respect states, ?Everyone has the right
to sexuality without violence and as part of that, positive sexuality begins with enthusiastic consent. This
means being as excited and into someone else?s enjoyment as we are excited and into our own
enjoyment. Only yes means yes ? and yes should come from an engaged and enthusiastic partner.? The
following zines speak more to this subject, and offer some good tools to consider when approaching sex,
love, and daily life.
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A Face in the Crowd

view in catalog
Andy Griffith, one of America's most beloved actors, passed away recently. We remember him so well as
the sheriff of Mayberry on the Andy Griffith Show or as Private Will Stockdale in No Time For
Sergeants. We may also remember him as Matlock, from the TV series of the same name. A select few
might also remember him from his short lived Science Fiction series Salvage One. Always he was the

mild mannered father- like figure who seemed to get the job done with down- home wisdom and honest
effort. So what would you say if I told you that after watching Andy in his first film A Face in the Crowd,
I was unable to watch Sheriff Andy without thinking "What a sleezeball?" Read more
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